
	
	
 

Nature Tots 
Spring 2018 

Spring into science with our fun learning series for kids ages 2-4 (with accompanying 
adult). Each week features activities that may make a mess, so dress accordingly. 
Remember, you must stick to your session (a.m. or p.m.), but you may pick either five or 
seven sessions to attend. Need to add a session? Just email the Education Office at 
camps@greensboroscience.org. The class schedule is on the website as well as given 
out in class. Register at www.greensboroscience.org. 
 
1. Dinosaur Romp   January 30 

They’re big, bad and extinct! Or are they? Take home a dinosaur craft and sort 
fossils for clues from the past. We’ll also meet some dinosaur relatives. 
 

2. Kitchen Chemistry  February 6 
Mix and measure your way through sticky, slimy experiments that fizz and foam.  
Prepare for a fun mess, and take home science “recipes” to repeat in your own 
kitchen. 

 
3. Magnets and More  February 13 

Attract and repel with magnets, make some magnetic slime and find out about the 
iron in your diet. 

 
4. Egg-citing Science  February 20 

Spring is in the air!  Meet animals who lay eggs and try some egg-speriments you 
can repeat at home. 
 

5. Seuss Science   February 27 
Bring your Thing 1 or Thing 2 to learn about oobleck, colorful fish and Yertle the 
Turtle. We’ll make a fun craft and meet a scaly friend. 

 
6. Shark Sleuths   March 6 

“Dive” into the world of sharks and decide – are they really the bad guys? We’ll take 
home a shark craft and visit Shark Reef in the Aquarium. 
 

7. Green Thumb   March 13 
Calling all botanists! Investigate the different parts of a plant up close and see how 
all the parts work together as a “plant factory”.  

 
8. Bunny Day   March 20 

We’ll make a bunny craft to take home and visit with one of our gentle rabbits.  
Afterwards, we’ll visit our own Bunnyville, located in Jeansboro Junction. 


